In industries which employ large numbers of mobile field engineers (resources), there is a need to optimize the task allocation process. This particularly applies to utility companies such as electricity, gas and water suppliers as well as telecommunications. The process of allocating tasks to engineers involves finding the optimum area for each engineer to operate within where the locations available to the engineers depends on the work area she/he is assigned to. This particular process is termed as work area optimization and it is a sub-domain of workforce optimization. The optimization of resource scheduling, specifically the work area in this instance, in large businesses can have a noticeable impact on business costs, revenues and customer satisfaction.
Introduction
1 For large companies with high numbers of mobile staff, efficiency can have a significant impact on many areas of the business, 2 most importantly operation costs and revenue. This particularly applies to large utility companies that provide services such as 3 water, electricity or telecoms. 4 One area of efficiency that is key is the optimization of allocating engineers to available tasks. Assigning each engineer the 5 right set of tasks can be crucial in increasing the amount of tasks completed satisfactorily across the organization. The increase in 6 completed tasks can lead to the improvement of customer satisfaction, as customers have to wait less time for services to be de-7 livered to them. This also has the potential to increase revenue as there is more capacity to take on new customers. Furthermore, 8 the increased utilization of the engineers has the potential to lower costs, as this will mean using the existing set of engineers 9 to execute the given tasks within their working hours, rather than paying more money for overtime expenses or hiring external 10 workforces to complete the given tasks [17, 23] . 11 A way in which the utilization of the engineers can be improved is by optimizing the area the engineers are assigned to. These 12 areas, known as working areas (WAs) or work locations (WLs) [23] create the boundaries in which groups of engineers (teams) 13 work within. These boundaries contain geographical areas and generate demand (tasks) for the engineers. However they also 14 restrict the tasks that can be allocated to the engineers. If the WAs are not optimal, this will have a direct impact on the overall 15 resource utilization. 16 In [17] the work revolves around a genetic fuzzy approach to assigning tasks to resources. However it does not look at the 17 designs of the WAs the engineers work in. It does not generate new teams and it does not take into account factors such as 18 travel or the imbalance of hours between the WAs. So this work greatly expands on the concept of workforce optimization but 19 in a number of different ways, meaning the work noted in [17] could lead to sub-optimal solutions because it does not aim to 20 optimize all the necessary factors that contribute to an engineer's utilization. 21 The overall structure and size of a WA can depend on the organization's management structure. As a number of WAs may be 22 grouped together to form a region for the organization's higher level managers to oversee. This type of organization structure is 23 a tree structure and is very common, as it is the same structure that is used in the military. place to oversee the operations of these areas. In this example, the director is responsible for 3 regional managers. The South 26 UK regional manager has N number of sub-region managers (indicated by the dashed line) they are responsible for. A sub-27 region manager is responsible for N number of branch managers (indicated by the dashed line). Finally, the branch managers are 28 responsible for a team of engineers which is divided into sub teams. These sub teams operate in their respective working areas, 29 there can be between 1 and N number of WAs (indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 1 ). 30 The combination of the geographical working areas, the management structure and resource planning all contribute to the 31 organization's efficiency and therefore needs to undergo an optimization process. This is to increase the efficiency with lower 32 costs, as well as reducing travel costs or time dependent penalties and increasing the demand satisfaction. There are other 33 secondary benefits involved with an optimized organizational structure, including the reduction of the organization's ecological 34 impact (via less travel) and improved working conditions for engineers and managers. 35 Given the potential benefits of increasing an organization's efficiency, there have been a number of methodologies inves-36 tigated to tackle the problem of optimizing workforce scheduling where heuristic techniques are widely applied. However a brute force or exhaustive search method will not find a good solution in good time. These problems are known as combinatorial 38 optimization (CO) problems [27] and hence heuristic optimization techniques tend to lead to suboptimal solutions which con-39 sider only single objectives. 40 Algorithms designed to tackle CO problems usually aim for a metaheuristic approach. Metaheuristics are algorithms that 41 attempt to find a solution that is good enough at solving the problem [4, 20] . This is most applicable in an organization with a 42 large mobile field workforce.
43
A common metaheuristics approach to tackling these large scale and complex optimization problems is genetic algorithms 44 (GAs) [3, 13, 25] . When using a GA there needs to be a way of testing how effective the created solution is at solving the problem. A 45 good way to do this is to run the solution through a simulation. For WA optimization this would be a simulation of how effectively 46 tasks would be completed given any setup of WAs. This would require calculating the path engineers would take to complete 47 tasks so their estimated travel distance and time can be calculated. This essentially links into the travelling salesman problem 48 (TSP). 49 The goal of the TSP is for a salesman to visit all cities in a given set only once and end up at the starting city. This has to be 50 done in the shortest distance (minimum cost). However the number of potential paths increases exponentially with the increase 51 in the number of cities the salesman has to visit [18] . Minimizing travel distance is not only a computationally complex problem, 52 it is a real world constraint. The engineers in the real world will always take the shortest route where possible; this route is 53 usually provided by their global positioning system (GPS) or familiarity with the WA. It is unlikely an engineer will visit a job 54 location twice on two separate occasions. If one street has two jobs to be completed, the engineer will complete these jobs one 55 after another. Instead of leaving the location after the first job and coming back to do the second.
56
Given the complexity and multiple objectives of these large scale optimization problems, traditional single objective genetic 57 algorithms may not be appropriate. This is because they fail to take into account the conflicting nature some of the objectives 58 may have. One way of solving this problem is to use multi-objective genetic algorithms (MOGAs).
59
In previous attempts to tackle workforce optimization in real world scenarios, single objective optimization algorithms em-60 ploying crisp logic were employed. So we can use these as a benchmark to compare against our proposed system. used to test the performance of NSGA-II against other algorithms. However due to the proposed problem being a higher-order 82 multi-objective problem and is restricted by real-world constraints, we would not be able to confidently say that our proposed 83 problem would gain the same benefits over NSGA-II as described in [22] by using a MOPSO.
84
Another area that aims to improve the solutions generated for the WA optimization problem is fuzzy logic. The reason fuzzy 85 logic should be applied to WA optimization is the potentially high level of randomness and uncertainty which face the problem 86 of WA optimization in changing and dynamic environments, for example:
87
• Uncertainties in the data used for optimization, as the data used is collected or estimated from real world data captured from 88 sensors which are subject to noise and impression.
89
• Uncertainties on the available skills per day due to engineers falling sick or going on holiday.
90
• Estimated travel times and distances. The travel time between jobs is estimated based on the time given by a route planner.
91
The times and distances given may not reflect road works, traffic collisions, toll roads or rush-hour traffic.
92
• Estimated job completion times. The average time to complete a job of a particular type is used to estimate the job completion 93 time. However each engineer has their own rate of efficiency that is not used.
94
There are a number of examples where real world problems use genetic algorithms to solve the issues presented [21,31,32].
95
There are also examples of multi-objective GAs being used to solve real world problems [1, 30] This paper presents a novel multi-objective genetic type-2 fuzzy logic based system for mobile field workforce area opti-106 mization, which was employed in real world scheduling problems. The reason for the creation of this type of system was that to 107 accurately take into account all the business objectives of resource optimization, a multi-objective approach is needed. This is 108 because as a single objective approach will lead to suboptimal solutions as it cannot take into account each objective separately.
109
As fuzzy logic performs well at handling real-world uncertainties, this was also integrated to improve the results. Given these 110 constraints the strongest option was to build a multi-objective type-2 fuzzy logic system.
111
This system had to overcome challenges, like how working areas were constructed, how teams were generated for each 112 new area and how to realistically evaluate the newly suggested working areas. These problems were overcome by a novel 113 neighborhood based clustering algorithm, sorting team members by skill, location and effect, and by creating an evaluation 114 simulation that could accurately assess working areas by simulating one day's worth of work, for each engineer in the working 115 area, while taking into account uncertainties.
116
The results show significant improvements when the proposed system was applied to the work area optimization problem 117 as compared to the heuristic or type-1 single objective optimization of the work area. Such optimization improvements of the 118 working areas will result in improving the utilization of the workforce.
119
Section 2 will present more details on the problem description of WA optimization. Section 3 will provide high level overview 120 on type-2 FLSs. Section 4 will present a high level overview on the employed MOGA NSGAII. Section 5 will present the proposed 121 multi-objective genetic type-2 fuzzy logic based system for mobile field workforce area optimization. Section 6 will present the 122 experiments and results while Section 7 will present the conclusions and future work. 
Objectives and constraints

137
The WA optimization process has a number of objectives which need to be satisfied as follows:
138
• Maximize coverage: Coverage is the amount of tasks that are estimated to be completed. This is measured in hours. In Eq. (1) 139 this is represented at the sum total of all engineers completed work (E cw ). 
There are a number of constraints that need to be looked at and included in the optimization. For example, all of the engineers 152 will not all be working at all times (as some of them might fall sick, have holidays or day offs), so there is a degree of workforce 153 shrinkage that needs to be taken into account. Of the engineers that remain, they can only be assigned tasks that they are qualified 154 to complete. Of these tasks, each engineer has preferred tasks that they work on. Taking this into account can help improve the 155 average time taken to complete the tasks.
156
Another constraint is that each engineer is limited by the amount of work they can do each day (travel time has to be included 157 in this). In addition, each team has to be equal in size and WAs should not cross large rivers or other geographical obstacles. The uncertainties associated with real world environments cause problems in determining the exact and precise antecedents 165 and consequents membership functions during the FLS design. Moreover, the designed type-1 fuzzy sets can be sub-optimal for 166 given environment conditions. However due to the change in the individual engineer circumstances and the uncertainties present 
. . .
After the type-reduction process, the type-reduced sets are defuzzified (by taking the average of the type-reduced set) so as 187 to obtain crisp outputs. This is shown in Fig. 4 . More information regarding the interval type-2 FLS and its applications can be 
Single objective GAs
191
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are based on Charles Darwin's theory of natural selection and evolution. In GAs, over time a pop-192 ulation, or species, will adapt to its environment. This adaptation takes place through the idea of survival of the fittest. The In tournament selection a subset of solutions from the population are chosen. Then the solution with the highest fitness will be 205 chosen as the first parent. The process is repeated to find the second parent.
206
Once two parents have been chosen they will crossover their genes using a crossover operator (1 point, 2 point, uniform) [19] .
207
Crossover will generate 2 child solutions that will be added to the new population set. Every so often one of the genes in a child 208 solution will randomly change, this is known as mutation. Once enough children have been generated and the new population 209 set is the same size as the old population set, the old population will die off and the new population will go back to the fitness 210 evaluation stage.
211
The stopping criterion decides when the GA process should stop. This can be done by setting the maximum number of gen-212 erations or waiting until convergence happens. Convergence is when all solutions in the population are the same and have 213 'converged' on the same point in the search space. If the criterion is met the best (most fit) solution will be returned, else the GA 214 will loop back round for another generation.
215
Whenever one of the generated solutions is being evaluated by the genetic algorithm it uses a fitness function. If there is one 216 objective to be optimized in the GA, then the fitness function will reflect the objective to be optimized. The problem with these conflicting objectives is that neither can be 100% satisfied without causing significant damage to 224 the other objective. For example we can easily minimize costs to 0, however production would also be 0. This situation is not 225 acceptable, especially in real world problems.
226
The following is an example of how using a single objective GA to solve multiple objectives can be ineffective at tackling In Table 1 each solution is compared with every other solution in the population in the same way, the domination count can be calculated.
249
The domination count is the number of solutions that dominate the current solution.
250
Once the domination count has been calculated a simple sorting algorithm can be used to order the solutions from best to front. This is the set of solutions that are all deemed to be the best and selecting any of these solutions will be the most suitable 
268
Once the new population has been ranked the process then moves on to the evolution stage. This consists of 3 main steps; 269 selection, crossover and mutation. The aim of evolution is to create a child population, with the hope that the child population 270 set holds better solutions than the parents. Selection is the process of selecting the parents to carry forward to the crossover 271 stage. We will use tournament selection here to illustrate the difference between single objective GAs and multi-objective GAs.
272
Tournament selection randomly picks a small subset of the population to compete as described previously in Section 4. When the combined population is ranked it no longer matters which solutions were parents and which were children. It only The engineers and SDPs will already be grouped together into teams and patches (WAs) from their current set-up, so the system 298 organizes the entities into the groupings from the data presented.
299
The system now has the current setup of patches with their respective teams. This configuration is then put through the one-300 day simulation to assess how the current setup is performing. The one-day simulation cycles through each engineer and assigns 301 them tasks based on their skills and the patch they are in. The simulation will attempt to assign the closest tasks to the engineer.
302
Once a task has been assigned it will be removed from the task list.
303
Each engineer will be assigned tasks until their time has been filled or there are no more tasks available. Each engineer is 304 allocated 7 h and each task has an estimated completion time attached to it. When an engineer is assigned a task this time will 305 be added to their utilized time, while the time it takes to travel to the task will be added to the engineers travel time (part of 306 the engineers unutilized time). The distance traveled is also stored per engineer. The simulation will stop assigning tasks once 307 the utilized time combined with the travel time is over 7 h. The simulation will also stop assigning tasks if there are no more 308 available tasks for that engineer to complete. Any remaining time an engineer has will be idle time, which is part of the engineer's 309 unutilized time.
310
The one-day simulation step is where the Task Allocation Fuzzy Logic System can be applied. When choosing which task to 311 assign to an engineer the distance and time to the task is fuzzified. The number of tasks at the SDP is calculated and fuzzified.
312
This helps the simulation take into account the uncertainty of the travel time and to direct the engineer to SDPs with more tasks.
313
More on this can be found is Section 5.2.
314
Once each engineer has been cycled through, the system will calculate the objective results. The first value to calculate is the 315 coverage. This is the total amount of hours of completed work. This is calculated be summing all the utilized time of the engineers.
316
The second value is the total travel distance. This is calculated by summing all the total travel distances of the engineers. The 317 third value is utilization, this is calculated by dividing the utilized time of an engineer by the max time (7 h). This value is then 318 expressed as an average across all engineers. The final value is balancing which adds up all the task time per patch (WA) and finds 319 the number of hours different between the largest patch and smallest patch. Ideally this difference value should be 0, meaning 320 perfect balancing.
321
Given that the current setup has been evaluated, these values can be used as a simple benchmark for the optimization process 322 to improve upon. The system gives the user the option to adjust any of the GA's parameters before the optimization process is 323 started.
324
When the GA is started it will create a new population of solutions. Each member of the population has P genes, where P is The patch construction is where the Patch Construction Fuzzy Logic System can be applied. When it is being decided if an 338 SDP should be added to a patch, the list of all neighboring SDPs will be passed through the FLS whose inputs are the size of the 339 SDP (in hours), the size of the patch (in hours) and the distance to the SDP from the center point. More on this can be found in 340 Section 5.3.
341
Once the patches have been constructed from the center points, the teams for each patch need to be assigned. This first step 342 in this process is to assign each engineer to the patch they live in (or are closest to, if they do not live in any patch). This will 343 usually mean the teams are extremely unbalanced as city/town patches will have overpopulated teams and rural patches will 344 have underpopulated teams.
345
So the next step is to balance out the teams. This is done by a bidding process. The system will cycle through each over- process is complete the engineers should be spread as best as possible between the patches.
351
The newly constructed patches and teams will then go through the same one-day simulation process as the original setup
352
(also using the Task Allocation FLS if required) if the generated solution is valid. There are certain criteria that if not met the 353 solution will be rejected or altered before the one day simulation is run on it. This includes the number of patches constructed. 
Fuzzy task allocation
365
Figs. 10-12 show the interval type-2 fuzzy sets used to decide which tasks to pick up. The average distance to a task (AD in 366 Fig. 10 ) is calculated for the area being optimized. This is done before the initial one-day simulation when the teams and SDPs 367 are first loaded. The average amount of work in an SDP for the area (AW in Fig. 11 ) is also calculated at this point. Fig. 12 shows 368 the output of the interval type-2 FLS which represents the probability of picking a task. This interval type-2 FLS uses the center 369 of sets type-reduction as it has a reasonable computational complexity. The values for the average distance (AD) and average work (AW) had to be calculated so that their values were relative to the 375 area that was being optimized. For example an average distance per job in London might be 100 m but in the Scottish Highlands 376 this value might be 5 km or more. Having the base points relative to the area is important, else input values will be wrongly 377 categorized relative to the local area.
378
The reason for the triangular and trapezoid membership functions is that the alternative would be to have bell-shaped mem-379 bership functions, created by using standard deviation. However due to the need to generate the membership functions dynami-380 cally, it is faster to use the triangular and trapezoid membership functions generated from calculated base points and scale them 381 accordingly. Table 2 shows the list of rules used in this FLS. 
The following is an example of how this fuzzy system would work
383
The system wants to find the next best SDP to send an engineer to. So the system finds out that the average amount of work in 384 all SDPs in the WA. This is 5 h. The average distance to a task is calculated to be 2 km. The current engineer has 3 SDPs to choose 385 to go to next. The first is 3 km away with 5 h worth of work. The second is 1 km away with 6 h worth of work and the third is is because these values can vary a lot between urban and rural areas. Hence, for London the average SDP may carry 500 h worth 396 of work, but in the Scottish Highlands there may only be an average of 50 h worth of work, or even less.
397
The base points of the membership functions were tested to see if reasonable categorization of SDPs and patch sizes were 398 given. As before, the reason for the triangular and trapezoid membership functions is the alternative would be to have bell-399 shaped membership functions, created by using standard deviation. Due to the need to generate the membership functions 400 dynamically it is faster to use the triangular and trapezoid membership functions. This interval type-2 FLS also uses the center 401 of sets type-reduction, again because it has a reasonable computational complexity.
402
The task of this fuzzy logic system is to more sensibly add SDPs to patches (WAs). The center points of the patches are provided 403 to the fuzzy system (these center points are the initial SDPs allocated to each patch). The size of the patch is re-calculated each 404 time an SDP is added to it. Fig. 16 shows the type-1 fuzzy sets representing the output of the type-1 FLS which is the chance of 405 an SDP being added. This is a more sensible way of adding SDPs to patches because the alternative way is to allocate an SDP to the patch that is 407 deemed closer based on travel distance. This does not take into account the size of the SDP or the size of the patch it is being 408 added to. The add/not add membership functions were designed in such a way that a rule with a not add consequence would 409 have more of an impact on the final outcome than an add consequence. The output values are compared between the patches, 410 with the SDP being added to the patch with the highest output value. The system wants to find the next best SDP to add to the current WA. So the system finds out that the average amount of work 414 in all SDPs in the area to be designed. This is 5 h. The current WA is deemed to be an average sized WA based on its current total 415 amount of work. The current WA has 3 SDPs to choose from to add to itself. The first is 3 km away with 5 h worth of work. The 416 second is 2 km away with 6 h worth of work and the third is 2.5 km away with 2 h worth of work.
417
Given these options the fuzzy system would classify the first option as Large distance and Average amount of work giving a With these 3 results their output defuzzified values are compared which would give option 3 the highest value and this SDP 422 would then be added to the WA.
423
After one SDP has been added the system will move onto the next WA. The WA will only get a chance to add another available 424 SDP to it once all the other WAs have had a chance. It is worth noting that it does not matter how low the score is from this fuzzy 425 system, the highest value always wins. This is to ensure that all exchanges are added to a WA, even if that means adding a large 426 SDP to a Large WA. Ultimately this will just mean this solution will perform badly in the patch balancing objective, yet it would 427 still be a valid solution as all SDPs would have been added to the design. 
Genetic algorithms
429
Both single objective and multi objective genetic algorithms can be used with the system and the different results given by 430 each can be found in Section 6.1. If a single objective GA is being used then the following fitness function (Eq. (7)) will be used to 431 assess the solutions.
W is the weighting of each objective, W 1 is the weighting of the coverage objective, W 2 is the weighting of the utilization 
Experiments and results
442
The aim of the experiments is to take an existing structure of WAs in a telecommunications domain with its current patch 443 set up and teams of engineers, then run it through the optimization process to see how well the working areas get optimized.
444
These experiments are then repeated with potential improvements added to the optimization to see the impact these potential 445 improvements will make. The experiments involved altering the optimization process by gradually increasing the use of more 446 advanced optimization methods.
447
The process started by comparing the use of single and multi-objective GAs and then progressed to evaluate the effect of 448 employing type-1 and type-2 FLSs. The real world tool (which is a leading tool for mobile workforce allocation) created for this 449 process is shown in Fig. 17 . There are no other tools that attempt to handle the real world uncertainties or multi-objective nature 450 of real constraints for this type of problem. Therefore current systems lead to sub optimal performance because of this, the tool 451 shown in Fig. 17 has been created. The tool also allows the visualization of the WAs and SDPs.
452
For all of the experiments both the GA and MOGA were set to carry out 20 generations and have a population size of 40.
453
Due to the complexity in generating designs of WAs and simulating one-day, the time it took to complete one generation was 454 significant enough to prevent more generations from being carried out. Both the GA and the MOGA ran with a crossover rate of 455 0.4 and a mutation rate of 0.05. These settings were already good in the current real-world tool that is used on a daily basis. So 
Single vs multi-objective GAs
459
The goal in this first experiment was to see if the multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA), NSGA-II, optimized more objec-460 tives than the standard Single Objective Genetic Algorithm (SOGA). Where Travel is measured in kilometers (km) and balancing 461 and coverage are measured in hours (h).
462 Table 4 shows a sample of the results collected when comparing single and multi-objective GAs. The first row of results from 463 In the second and third rows of results the SOGA optimizes in balancing and coverage but not travel. However the MOGA 467 optimizes in all objectives when compared to the original patch set up. In the SOGA results the balancing objective is better than 468 the MOGA result, however this is due to the fact that the SOGA has sacrificed the travel objective to reach this level of balancing.
469
The goal is to optimize in all objectives, the SOGA fails to do this because of a good result in one of the objectives that overrides 470 the poor result in another.
471
In the results presented in Table 4 , the MOGA optimizes in more objectives than the SOGA when compared to the original 472 patch set up. This suggests that MOGAs are better at dealing with problems with multiple conflicting objectives. 473 
Single vs multi-objective GAs with type-1 fuzzy logic
474
The next set of experiments aim to assess the impact of the inclusion of type-1 fuzzy logic in the patch construction and one-475 day simulation processes. In the results shown in Table 5 , there are two different areas (A1 and A2) that are optimized. show that in area 1 (A1) when a SOGA is used and the FLSs are used, we increase the coverage by 24.72%, reduce the imbalance Table 5 . However as a 479 result of these significant improvements we do get an increase in the level of travel by 8.75%.
480
In rows 4-6, we see the results of the MOGA on area 1 with and without the FLSs. In this instance, we see that we get a 64.53% The results shown in Table 5 Table 6 gives a sample of the results collected for the comparison of the type-1(T1) and type-2 (T2) FLSs.
508
In where three uncertainty values were tested. A 5% uncertainty actually gave the same result as the type-1 FLSs, this is possible 510 because of the seeding and the same optimization conditions. A 3% uncertainty value significantly improved on the fitness by 511 54%. Finally an uncertainty value of 1% gave a fitness value of 4.60 a 151% increase over the type-1 FLSs.
512
The results shown in Table 6 optimization would have to be run again and the GA setting would need to be tuned for this specific area to get a better result.
521
This would cause frustration to the user and cost time. patches. This is on one run of the optimization and with no specific tuning of the GA required, which is great from a user's point 534 of view.
535
As a result we can say that these results support a multi-objective genetic type-2 fuzzy logic based system for mobile field 536 workforce area optimization. In this paper, we have presented a multi-objective genetic type-2 fuzzy logic based system for mobile field workforce area 556 optimization. The benefits of having such a system in real world utility companies include increased utilization of the workforce 557 leading to reduced costs. The data used was based on a large mobile field workforce and collected over 3 months. The system has 558 been tested in a real world telecommunication service industry.
559
The proposed system uses GA based optimization, however it was explained that traditional single objective GAs cannot fully challenge to overcome, our solution to this was to introduce multi-objective genetic algorithms to the system, specifically NSGA-562 II. This gave the optimization process the ability to compare the results of the individual objectives between possible solutions 563 and rank them accordingly.
564
There were additional challenges to overcome to build the system. This included a suitable way to cluster together SDPs 565 that satisfied the constraints. These constraints included avoiding geographical obstacles like rivers and balancing out the work 566 evenly between the WA clusters. This was solved using a neighborhood matrix and monitoring the size of each WA as they had 567 more SDPs added to them.
568
Another problem was how teams were built for the new WA structures, as the old teams would become obsolete when the 569 WAs change. This was solved using a bidding system for each WA that took into account the engineers location and skill and the 570 current WA team size.
571
As the proposed system is designed to tackle a real world problem with real world data, there are many uncertainties. Because 572 of these uncertainties we introduced why fuzzy logic is adapted to handle such uncertainties and we also outlined the differ-573 ences between type-1 fuzzy logic systems and type-2 fuzzy logic systems. The experiments that we ran showed that the system 574 performed much better with the inclusion of fuzzy logic. The results were further improved when type-2 was used instead of 575 type-1.
576
To fully evaluate each aspect of the proposed systems we ran through several experiments, each designed to assess the impact 577 of the different methodologies. The results from these experiments showed that a multi-objective system was able to optimize 578 in more objectives than a single objective system. The results also showed that including type-1 fuzzy logic systems on the task 579 allocation and the patch construction parts of the optimization improved the results the system generated. With one example 580 showing that we could have better performance in all objectives when compared to the SOGA system that employed crisp logic.
581
With some minimization objectives being reduced by up to 94.78%.
582
Finally the results showed that upgrading the type-1 fuzzy logic systems to type-2 further improved on the results, giving 583 up to 151% improvement over type-1 fuzzy in some instances. The system presented has significantly improved the solutions 584 generated by the current system. We have seen from the progressive results the multi-objective genetic type-2 fuzzy logic based 585 system can produce results that are significantly better than the current system, reducing the travel by 63.59%, increasing the 586 coverage by 2.39%, reducing the imbalance of the WAs by 72.69% and increasing the utilization by 2.14%. The result produced is 587 then significantly improved over the original to be implemented in the real-world environment. Whereas the current systems 588 result has to be rejected.
589
As this is a real world problem being tackled there are many aspects that could be improved upon to have a system that 590 generates even stronger results. One area of improvement is where the parameters of the type-2 systems could be optimized.
591
There are also limitations with the work presented, which will be addressed in our current and future work. The system is 592 limited to planning for medium to long term WA designs. The system could therefore be improved by optimizing all objectives 593 in real-time and attempt to converge rapidly on a solution to handle any changes in the environment. This way the patch designs 594 could be up kept up to date and help reduce the potential risks to utilization that could not be planned for. These risks could 595 include under or over estimating the number of engineers that will leave in the medium or long term. This could also include 596 vehicles being damaged and therefore not available to engineers to travel to SDPs.
597
Work area optimization is just one aspect to the overall vision of workforce optimization. Another domain that should be 598 tackled in our future work is the optimization of the engineers. Each engineer has a set of skills, however they can be trained 599 to gain more skills or they can stop being assigned tasks they underperform in. Another area we aim to improve upon in our 600 future work is the optimization of the parameters of the type-2 fuzzy systems employed in this work. Currently they were tuned 601 manually through tests, however using an optimization algorithm may improve the performance. 
